
CSUF PD Training Submission Form (LIVE)

Training Title Training Description Objective of Training
Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

264 Our Own Worst Enemy Review Lexipol training video titled "Our Own Worst Enemy" Knowing and understanding our actions as police officers will be scrutinized no matter what,
so always act appropriately and exercise good judgment.

Yes

265
Lopez vs. Woodland 2019 Modifications to Arturo D. case law, where officers could search

reasonable locations when driver cannot produce CDL, or
registration.

Officers can no longer search a vehicle when driver cannot produce a CDL, however, a
search for registration is still valid.

No

266 Hallway and Room Clearing
Procedures

Searching hallways and rooms safely for dangerous subjects. To refresh skill used while looking for dangerous subjects. Officers are trained to move as a
team and cover each other to complete the task as safely as possible.

No

267 Dissuading a Victim Access
to a Phone

Application of law applies to during the commission of the crime as
well as after the fact.

PC 136.1(b) (1) has impact on domestic violence cases where a primary aggressor denies
phone access or damages a phone to prevent a victim from calling the police.

No

268 Federal Government Police
Reform

Review article on proposed Federal Government Police Reform Stay current on issues that will impact the police force Yes

269 Spotlighting of Vehicle Does shining your unit spotlight on a vehicle and using your flashlight
constitute an unlawful detention without PC of a crime.

Using a white light to illuminate a vehicle during a contact does not constitute an unlawful
detention.

No

270 California bill to ban bite
dogs

Shift discussed the new California bill aimed at banning bite dogs. Discussed the importance of police using bite dogs in the performance of their duties. Yes

271 Dealing with jerks. Review video about dealing with jerks. Know and understand the importance of patience Yes

273 Crisis Negotiations for
Incident Commanders

A 16-hour class to discuss the use of crisis negotiators during critical
incidents.

Train Incident Commanders on the use of crisis negotiators when responding to a variety of
calls, including suicide threats, barricaded subjects, etc.

Yes

274
Admissibility of Evidence Subject was arrested for the incorrect crime and additional crimes

were established upon in custody search.
Since subject had in fact violated the law evidence was allowed. Objective is to enforce in
officers that you are acting in good faith evidence is often admissible even if the subjects
crime was not what he or she is initially arrested for.

No

275

WHAT OFFICERS SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT GANG
ACTIVITY

https://www.policemag.com/655478/what-patrol-officers-should-
know-about-gang-
activity?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign
=20230221_1683:63f55b46c3f3bb4246074594:ot_nl-pol-tuesday-
20230221&omid=1000407806&cid=632c90c148c0a64b0007e96d

Briefing training on police contacts with gang members, officer safety, understanding
conspiracy associated with their activities, their tactics/training and obtaining valuable
information during contacts.

No

276 West Virginia lawmakers
approve campus carry bill

Shift discussed pros and cons of West Virginia passing law for
concealed carry on university campuses.

Discussed response to armed individuals on campus, as well as the process an individual has
to go through in order to be approved to conceal carry on campus.

Yes

277
CA SB402 Legislative
proposal to limit police
responses for emergency
services

Review CA SB402 Legislative proposal to limit police responses for
emergency services

Stay updated on legislation that will impact law enforcement and communities Yes

278
CA SB 402 Discussing of proposed law regarding limiting police response for

emergency services.
CA SB 402 would limit sworn officer response for Any call related to homeless individuals,
including, without limitation, illegal camping, panhandling, drug or alcohol use, public urination
or defecation, disturbing the peace, or obstructing a sidewalk or entryway. Officers discussed
how this might be applied and effect our current operations.

No

279
1st Amendment Journalists can not be forced to reveal sources for non-published

materials
To familiarize officers with 1st amendment protections afford the press with respect to
sources. Also to have officers be aware of the 1st amendment when making contact with
members of the public exercising their rights to assemble and speak publicly.

No
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